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4.Results

1.Quick Summary
Hough based voting approches model objects by
codebooks and their spatial oﬀsets to the center.
These codewords are treated independently.
In this work, we propose to model object hypoth-esis on features grouped in local neighborhood.
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Conclusions:
Grouped and individual features are complementary
Oblique forests for grouped features
Combining both features yields state-of-the art performance
Features evaluated on four (RGB,RGBD) datasets

ETHZ Dataset: Setting parameters for the forest of the grouped features (fppi 0.3/0.4)

2.Independant Voting
Bottles

Hough voting scheme:
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Precision-Recall plots for independent (red), grouped (black) and best combined (green) features

Each patch Pi consists of features Ii, class label ci and oﬀset to center di

Performance ﬁgures with various settings. Best performing lambda chosen.

Binary tests are based on pixel wise diﬀerences of feature l within the patch

Each node optimizes for maximum gain in classiﬁcation or regression

Each leaf stores class distributions and oﬀsets to object center
A four dimensional parametric space (location x,y; scale s; and
aspect ratio a) is spanned for computing object hypotheses

Weizmann and INRIA Horse Datasets: Precision-Recall plots for grouped features

Recall at 1.0fppi for the combined setting. Parameter set using validation dataset.

3.Group Voting
For this forest, features are leaf assignments based on the above forest
In other words, group features from tree T is histogram of leaves (HOL T).

Given a leaf LT of tree T, HOLT(LT) is the probability of LT in HOLT.
Weights wT are used to linearly combine between diﬀerent trees
resulting in Oblique forests. Axis aligned forest is a special case
where wT is strictly binary (test depends only on a single tree).

VOCB3DO Dataset: Average precision comparison in various settings.

Running times:

Each leaf stores class distributions and oﬀsets to object center
A four dimensional parametric space (location x,y; scale s; and
aspect ratio a) is spanned for computing object hypotheses

Both grouped and individual features can be linearly combined as

Tree using individual features: 312s, 1.0GB RAM (training) 3.5s (testing)
Tree using grouped features: 187s, 480MB RAM (training) 13.8s (testing)
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